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Abstract 

In 2020, a new pandemic, named COVID-19, has been spreading all over the world, causing a reduction in activities, 

including in the tourism sector. This paper tries to quantify the effects of COVID-19 on accommodations, with a 

particular focus on prices trend and accommodation availability. Experiments simulated more than 400 accommodation 

bookings over the period of time before, during, and after the wave of the pandemic caused by COVID-19. The analysis 

was done for the city of Pisa, but it could be generalized to all the other cities, provided that there is an availability of 

data. The typology with the highest drop in availability was that of 2-star hotels, with a maximum decrease of 66%. Even 

the 4 and 3-star hotels were clearly affected by the pandemic, recording maximum drops of 36% for 4-star hotels and 

25% for 3-star hotels. Regarding the analysis of prices trend, the categories most affected by the pandemic were hotels, 

hostels, and tourist villages, which recorded significant price increases. The major novelty of this paper involves the 

definition of a strategy, which can be used to analyze the impact of COVID-19 on accommodations, as well as the 

release of the DOTApy software for the extraction of data. 
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1. Introduction 

At the end of 2019, a critical situation has occurred, determined by the spread of the Coronavirus pandemic [1], 

which is still ongoing at the time of writing. The COVID-19 outbreak, as it is called in this pandemic, was identified 

for the first time in China on December 31st, 2019, and then spread all over the world, reaching more than 100 million 

cases [2]. The COVID-19 outbreak is causing a global crisis, which also influences the tourism sector [3-5]. 

This research offers an overview of the situation of tourism in the city of Pisa before and during the first wave of 

COVID-19, taking into consideration the accommodation facilities and their categories. Two metrics are calculated 

and analyzed: the Accommodation Availability Index and the average price. Through the analysis of these two metrics, 

it is, therefore, possible to highlight the trends in the periods of interest of the research for different types of hotel 

structures, such as hotels, rent-a-room, apartments, B&B, etc. 

This paper focuses on the data extracted from Booking.com. The extracted data related to the accommodation 

facilities and their prices in the periods from 1 December to 31 January and from 14 March to 9 June. Experiments 

were run by implementing software called DOTApy [6], which simulated accommodation searches for some given 

booking dates before, during, and after the lockdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, more than 8 

million prices were extracted and further analyzed to evaluate the described metrics. 
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Interesting changes were highlighted in the availability indices, which in the majority of cases were significantly 

lower than the average and reached drops of 66% in the worst case, recorded for the 2-star hotel type, instead of 

relative to the type that was characterized by an increase in the availability index, Bed & Breakfast, the highest 

increase was recorded, with a maximum increase of 20%. About the price trend, in most of the types of 

accommodation structures taken into consideration, there were interesting trends of price increases in the lockdown 

period followed by a sharp drop in the following period. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

reviews the literature regarding trend price analysis and accommodation availability, Section 3 describes the employed 

methodology, and Section 4 discusses experiments and results. Finally, Section 5 describes conclusions and future 

work. 

2. Related Work 

Various criteria can be found in the literature for analysing the trend of prices of accommodation facilities [7, 8]. 

They can be grouped into the following categories: a) Seasonality; b) Spatial factor; c) e-Wom; d) Influence of 

reviews; e) Combination of several factors. 

2.1. Seasonality and Booking Period 

Dynamic pricing is a pricing strategy whereby various companies set flexible prices for products or services based 

on current market demands. This method has always been an integral part of the e-commerce sales strategy and is 

therefore heavily used in the sector of interest of the paper. It is interesting to note that the price varies according to 

different criteria, the one of all on which this section focuses is the seasonality or the booking period. The cost of a 

room can change a lot depending on the period, day, or even booking time [9]. Taking into consideration the price 

trends in different periods in Milan and the results obtained from the various analyses it is clear that the cost of a room 

falls on weekdays compared to holiday periods or weekends where the price is higher. By examining the results, 

substantial differences were noted in the working periods, thus highlighting further and more specific influencing 

factors such as the day of booking, room quality, special services, competition, and seasonality [10]. 

Observing the price changes about midweek bookings mostly occupied by workers and weekends which are generally 

occupied by leisure travel, there is a significant difference in price between the two research periods [11]. Another 

factor to consider is the fact that hotel managers are not always in line with the policies of Online Travel Agencies. 

Both using a different type of strategy for choosing prices for last-minute bookings. Hotels prefer to lower costs as the 

date of accommodation approaches to occupy as many rooms as possible. The choice is to prefer occupying a room, 

albeit at a lower price than keeping empty rooms. Instead, OTAs maintain a constant price or prefer to offer packages 

including multiple services. It is all based on the concept of supply and demand, if you think that the rooms will all be 

occupied then the cost of a room will start to increase [12]. 

2.2. Spatial Factor 

The determining criterion besides a good price in the choice of the hotel is the convenient location of the hotel in 

addition to the services it offers [13, 14]. The proximity to the places of interest, the proximity to transport, the position 

concerning competitors are factors that establish the success of a structure. The analysis of the position is considered 

one of the most important for the hoteliers themselves [15]. The same pricing policies change concerning the 

geographical location of a structure facility managers need to consider this factor about organizational and price 

choices [16]. In addition to being useful in price trends, the spatial factor becomes fundamental in the creation of new 

structures that, to successfully enter the hospitality market, must consider competition criteria such as price, services 

offered but above all in the chosen geographical area. It is interesting to note that, strangely, the birth of an increasing 

number of accommodation facilities does not lead to a respective loss of value in the structures already in the area, it 

has been estimated that the agglomerations of structures occur with different types of structures, not going to therefore 

affect the neighbours market [17]. 

The study conducted by Kim et al. reserved for the Chicago area reinforces the previous theories according to 

which the position factor occupies the first places of classification and exclusivity of the hotel, with a consequent 

increase in rates. The work is focused on studying and deepening the spatial grouping models of the relationships 

between the price and the characteristics of the hotels across the market. The article highlighted how fundamental 

factors for the individualization of the price are the attributes of the site such as size, age, class, and quality of service 

and attributes of the situation such as distances from airports, highways, and tourist attractions, through a precise study 

of the area in which the various structures were located [18].  

2.3. eWOM 

By eWOM we mean "Electronic Word of Mouth" and can be described as any positive or negative statement by 

possible, current, or past customers, relating in this case to accommodation facilities, published on the internet and 

therefore reachable by a large number of people. The main features of the eWOM can be summarized in: 
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 Interaction between people who do not know each other;      

 Anonymous form; 

 Can be written by anyone with Internet access; 

 There is no time limit; 

 The content can be more or less detailed. 

The criteria mentioned above constitute on the one hand an additional factor to entice the customer to review a 

structure (such as anonymity), but on the other, they are unreliable parameters because in many cases they are difficult 

to prove. Word of mouth information technology is a fundamental factor in the choice of prices for accommodation 

facilities, which can be compared to the type of structure itself, which according to many is the fundamental variable in 

the choice of price [19]. This section introduces various researches that focus on the value that eWom has on choosing 

the price of accommodation. According to an in-depth study of online evaluations, it was established that the positive 

reputation of the structures generates a substantial price increase and a significantly better occupancy rate than those 

with a lower evaluation [20]. Furthermore, taking into particular consideration a small number of hotels in Krakow, 

their ratings and prices both in the low and in the high season, it was highlighted that the rating is fundamental for 

hotels, especially in periods when the tourist flow is less concentrated [21]. 

Online reputation is gaining more and more consideration, thus surpassing the traditional star rating. According to 

Abrate and Viglia (2016), those involved in pricing strategies in the tourism sector should increasingly take into 

consideration the online reputation factor with the increase in popularity of online travel agencies characterized by a 

manic concentration on the collection of information regarding accommodation facilities [22]. 

2.4. Reviews from Online Travel Agencies 

Evaluating the needs and understanding the desires of consumers has always been one of the success factors of a 

hotel structure regardless of its type. Through the reviews, the strengths and weaknesses of a structure are highlighted. 

Today, most travelers say that the higher the number of positive online reviews, the more the choice will be oriented 

towards that structure. Furthermore, the number of reviews available is fundamental, a limited number of ratings, for 

most travelers, are not sufficient for a complete judgment. The impact of online reviews on hotel services and the 

improvement of the quality of their services is fundamental for an accommodation facility. Paul Phillips uses Swiss 

nationwide online review data collected from 68 different online platforms, combined with review data from 442 

hotels. The main aspects considered are physical aspects, quality of food, quality of drinks, and human relationships. 

For human relations, reference is made to relations, for example, between the staff of the structure with customers and 

communications with the media. The data offer a complete picture of how more positive reviews on the characteristics 

of the hotels such as room quality, internet connection, and services offered to increase the number of requests from 

customers and as already written above, bring a substantial impact on the probability of choice by customers [23]. 

The online reviews offer not only parameters in which the probable traveler can confront themselves but also an 

important starting point for any improvements to their accommodation facilities. Bona Kim analyses the factors known 

as satisfactory and unsatisfactory based on Herzberg's two-factor theory. Herzberg's factors are divided into hygienic 

factors which include, for example, supervision by superiors, human resources policies, working conditions, 

interpersonal relationships, etc. The second factor is called the motivating factor and are those factors such as the 

recognition of the results achieved, responsibility, qualifying work, professional growth, and career advancement. 

The use of this approach was fundamental for the comparison between full-service and limited-service hotels, 

which show different levels in customer expectations depending on the basic services they offer. The analysis took into 

account 919 reviews indicating the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of 100 full-service hotels in New York through 

TripAdvisor. It emerged from the relevant data that the most discussed topic, for both categories analyzed, is "the staff 

and their attitude". For the management of a hotel, therefore, the customer satisfaction and non-satisfaction review is 

fundamental, which becomes basic both for those who decide to stay in a particular hotel, but also for the managers 

themselves who try to understand what their customers are looking for and what competition offers better [24]. 

Sánchez-Franco et al. (2019) takes into consideration 47,172 reviews of 33 hotels in Las Vegas (USA), which are 

registered on Yelp from the period of March 2005 to January 2017, trying to extrapolate all aspects that bind the 

customer to the hotel. Yelp is a popular online review site where travelers can exchange views and content about the 

holiday. The extrapolation of the reviews are necessary for subsequent analyses such as highlighting the services 

considered extremely important for customers and which therefore can allow their return. 53% of travelers are 

reluctant to book a property that does not have reviews based on this truth. It is therefore important to reiterate the 

importance of reviews and their study. 
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Among the many factors taken into consideration, the one of fundamental importance is hospitality, it is 

extrapolated from the post-customer experience reviews. The results show that for research predictions based on hotel 

evaluation, "recall" and "precision" are equally important determining classifiers. By recall, we mean the ratio between 

the number of correct predictions of an event (class) on the total number of times the model predicts it. Instead, 

precision is defined as the ratio between the correct predictions for a class on the total of cases in which it actually 

occurs [25]. 

The importance of reviews and their positive trend is related to the intention of booking a hotel. One possible 

explanation is the close link that exists between positive reviews and customer bookings both influenced by superficial 

(demographic) factors and individual preferences. The experiments conducted by Chan et al. (2017) were carried out in 

Germany and Macau and the final result implies the correlation between the degree of a positive evaluation of a 

structure and the stay in it. The research also focuses on customer decision-making processes which should be 

facilitated by websites. They should find new ways to expose users to reviews written with the same preferences to 

offer person-related services and hotels [26]. Two quality parameters examined by Öğüt and Taş (2012) are star ratings 

and customer ratings on the sale of hotel rooms in Paris and London. The results show that at 1% of the increase in the 

evaluation of online customers, sales for rooms rise by 2.68% in Paris and 2.62% in London. It was also found that the 

more positive evaluations the structure has, the higher the prices. Hotels with more stars are also more sensitive to 

online customer ratings than those with fewer stars [27]. 

2.5. Combination of Multiple Factors 

The price trend is influenced by several characteristics. In fact, there is not a single factor to determine the cost of a 

room, but multiple: location, period, reviews, facility services, and competition. Changes in airport taxes and the same 

cost of flights also influence the demand that structures receive with a consequent increase in prices. Pawlicz and 

Napierala (2017) in their work aims to highlight the attributes that characterize and influence the prices of 

accommodation facilities [28]. The goal is to find factors common to price changes that may depend: on the services 

that the structures themselves offer, on the location or season in which a customer books. The price trend was 

estimated by checking the classification of various factors both in public and private systems (such as Online Travel 

Agencies). It also appears that the star rating is considered one of the determining factors together with: brand, hotel 

size, chain affiliation, and associated services. It was thus estimated that as the stars increase, prices increase, in fact 

for each star obtained they can rise by about 25-36%. To achieve the objectives set, factors not considered in depth 

from previous research such as the proximity to the airport and position in relation to the city center were also 

considered. This research is important for the awareness of the managers of the structures regarding the consideration 

of the geographical factor in the choice of prices. 

Another criterion that significantly influences the price change is market accessibility or the organization's ability to 

affect the foreign market thereby increasing revenues [29]. This factor is of fundamental importance in the 

geographical area of reference (Caribbean) of the study carried out by Yang et al. (2016), as Caribbean tourism is 

occupied for almost all cases by foreign customers. This influence is determined by several factors such as the quality 

of the structure, user rating, hotel class, and commercial affiliation. The price model is therefore conditioned by the 

accessibility which in addition to being modeled by the factors mentioned above, is substantially influenced by the 

spatial factor, and for this reason, it becomes even more indicative and fundamental for identifying the marketing 

models suitable for all those structures belonging to areas characterized by particular geographical factors such as 

island locations or difficult to reach locations. About price trends, another possible influence is the drop in prices on 

flights and means of transport which, by generating growth in access, causes an increase in arrivals and demand 

relating to the occupation of accommodation with a clear increase in price. In fact, as demand increases, the price 

generally increases in all sectors. 

In conclusion, the quality of the services of the accommodation, the positive evaluation, the typology, the position, 

and the market accessibility indicates possible criteria for the price increase. The changes in the cost of a room 

depending on the type of strategy that a hotel or an Online Travel Agency proposes [16]. In fact, through the 

extrapolation of data from three different Online Travel Agencies, Sunny Sun has established that OTAs mostly use 

bundled sales, that is, offers include more services, while the criterion of "last minute" sale is adopted as a percentage 

lesser than online agencies, but preferred by hotel managers who aim to optimize the occupation of the remaining 

rooms. In fact, an occupied room is preferable, even at a lower cost, than a free room. Besides, it is of fundamental 

importance to note that in online agencies the closer a certain date of accommodation is, the more the price increases, 

while hotel managers tend to lower the cost more and more to optimize and monitor the remaining rooms. 

3. Research Methodology 

The objective of this analysis is to highlight the percentage of available structures, related to the city of Pisa, in the 

period prior to COVID-19, during the lockdown period caused by the pandemic and in the period immediately 
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following the almost total reopening. Pisa, in fact, is an excellent reference point for research of this type as a tourist 

destination chosen by tourists from all over the world, thus making tourism and therefore accommodation facilities 

indispensable for the city's economy. This situation, therefore, allows us to extract a large amount of reliable data for 

our studies. Table 1 shows the analyzed periods. Time is split into three parts: before, during, and after the lockdown 

caused by the COVID-19 pandemic [30].  

Table 1. Definition of periods of times analyzed for this study 

 Before the lockdown Lockdown After the lockdown 

Start date December 1, 2019 March 14, 2020 May 18, 2020 

End date January 31, 2020 May 17, 2020 June 9, 2020 

Figure 1 shows the workflow followed in this paper. There are three steps: Data Collection, Data Analysis and Data 

Visualization. 

 

Figure 1. Research workflow 

3.1. Pisa 

Pisa, Italy, has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1982, considered an important tourist destination chosen 

by hundreds of thousands of people a year. The Pisan tourism sector is certainly a fundamental ingredient for the 

economy of the city where there has been a positive trend in attendance over the past few years. It can be easily found 

in Figure 1 built with the most recent ISTAT data [31]. 

 

Figure 2. Number of tourists per year relative to the city of Pisa 
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From 2005 to 2019 there has been an increasing acceptance of tourists in hotel structures until reaching a peak in 

2018. Pisa holds the thirtieth position among the most visited Italian municipalities by the number of presences in 

accommodations in Italy. According to the data provided by ISTAT on the Pisan municipality, 185 hotel facilities are 

counted, the distribution of which is shown in Figure 2: 

 

Figure 3. Percentage breakdown of hotels in the Pisan municipality 

As shown in Figure 3, as much as 43.8% of the hotels in the Pisan area are occupied by 3-star hotels, followed by 

the Hotel Tourist Residences (20.5%), 4-star hotels (14.1%), 2-star hotel (11.4%), 1-star hotel (8.1%) and in 

conclusion 5-star hotel (2.2%). 

3.2. Data Collection 

Data was extracted from Booking.com through the DOTApy software. Booking.com permits to book a certain 

room, at a given time of the search, for a given time of booking. For example, today (time of booking 2021 January 

13th) I can book a room for the time of booking 2021 June 16th. Thus, in our experiments, we consider two times: the 

search time and the booking time. More formally, by search time we mean the day on which the search was made, by 

booking time we mean the date of stay considered for the extraction of the price of the accommodation facilities. Table 

2 shows the search and booking times involved in our experiments. Every day during the search time, DOTApy 

performed 214 one-day searches for accommodations in Pisa on Booking.com, corresponding to every day included in 

the booking times. As a result, 8,176,732 records were extracted, relating to 468 accommodations in the Pisa area with 

a maximum distance of 5 km from the historic center. 

Table 2. Definition of periods of interest 

 Start date End date Missing dates 

Search time December 1, 2019 June 9, 2020 February 1, 2020 - March 13, 2020 

Booking time May 1, 2020 November 30, 2020 - 

Table 3. Shows extracted information and Table 4 illustrates a practical example 

Attribute Description 

Name Name of the accommodation 

Category Category of the accommodation 

Price Value of the price for a single room into a one-day stay 

bookingTime Booking time 

searchtime Search time 
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Table 4. Data extracted concerning the accommodation facilities for the Info & Review module 

Name Category Price BookingTime SearchTime # stars 

Royal Victoria Hotel Hotel 63 2020-06-17 2019-12-01 3 

Hotel Terminus & Plaza Hotel 60 2020-06-17 2019-12-01 3 

B&B Pisa Tower Bed & breakfast 71 2020-06-17 2019-12-01 - 

Casa San Tommaso Rent-rooms 59 2020-06-17 2019-12-01 - 

Pisa Train Station Hostel Hostel 21 2020-06-17 2020-05-27 - 

La Casa di Nila Apartment 79 2020-06-17 2020-05-27 - 

Grand Hotel Bonanno Hotel 102 2020-06-17 2020-05-27 4 

Hotel Roma Hotel 64 2020-06-17 2020-05-27 3 

Garibaldi B&B Bed & breakfast 79 2020-06-17 2020-06-01 - 

Il Caprifoglio Holiday Home 69 2020-06-17 2020-06-01 - 

3.3. Metrics 

This type of analysis aims to understand how much the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the tourism sector, 

identifying the availability rates in the periods before and after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. We consider 

two types of metrics: the Accommodation Availability Index (AAI) and the Average Price (AP). Both these metrics are 

calculated based on two criteria: a) category of accommodation b) the number of stars if the type is hotel. The different 

types of accommodations identified on Booking.com are Hotel, Bed & Breakfast, Rent-room, Holiday home, Hostel, 

Residence, Tourist village, Camping, Apartment. Let us suppose that 𝑁𝑐  is the total number of accommodations 

belonging to category 𝑐 and 𝑁𝑑𝑐  is the number of accommodations bookable at day d and belonging to category 𝑐. The 

following metrics are analyzed: 

Accommodation Availability Index (AAI). By the availability of accommodation we mean an accommodation that 

can be booked, that is, an accommodation either open in the booking time or with places available. The AAI for a 

given day d and a given category c is calculated as the percentage of the ratio between the number accommodations of 

category c available in the day d and the total number of accommodations: 

𝐴𝐴𝐼𝑑 =
𝑁𝑑𝑐

𝑁𝑐

× 100 (1) 

Average Price (AP). Let us suppose that 𝑃(𝑖)
𝑑𝑐 is the price of accommodation i (belonging to category c) on day d. 

The Average Price AP for a category c on day d is calculated as the sum of the prices of all accommodations belonging 

c on d, divided by the number of available accommodations of category c. 

𝑃𝑇 =  
∑ 𝑃(𝑖)

𝑑𝑐
𝑁𝑑𝑐
𝑖=𝑛

𝑁𝑑𝑐

 (2) 

4. Discussion 

As already specified in the previous sections, the objective of this paper involves the analysis of the availability and 

trends of prices of accommodations before, during and after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. A reasonable 

hypothesis states that accommodations availability increased during the lockdown period, while prices decreased, in 

order to incentivize clients to book a room.  

In order to test this hypothesis, some tests were done, considering as booking time the date of stay on June 17th, a 

very important date for the city of Pisa as it is the feast in honor of the patron saint of the city.  

4.1. Accommodation Availability Index 

Figures 4 and 5 show the trend of the AAI of all the accommodations and the AAI of hotels divided by stars, 

respectively. The categories that suffered the most and those that least affected the effects of the pandemic in relation 

to the two different metrics were highlighted. Concerning the analysis of the availability indices, it emerged that the 

typology with the highest drop in availability was that of 2-star hotels with a maximum decrease of 66%. Even the 4 
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and 3-star hotels were affected by the pandemic, recording maximum drops of 36% for 4-star hotels and 25% for 3-star 

hotels. There is also a significant drop in availability in the Holiday Home category with a maximum drop of 10%. 

The typologies that instead recorded an increase in the availability index were that of the Bed & Breakfast with a 

maximum increase of 20%, the typology Affittacamere with a maximum availability increase of 14%, and finally, the 

typology Apartment where there is a maximum increase of 9%. For the other typologies taken into consideration by 

the paper, there were no particular trends in relation to the availability index. 

 

Figure 4. Availability index of accommodation facilities 

 

Figure 5. Hotel availability index 

It is interesting to note that in the 2-star, 3-star, and 4-star Hotel category, there was a high percentage increase in 

the availability index on 7 May 2020, probably due to the pressure of the regions for the early reopening of many 

activities. 

The described results partially confirm the original hypothesis, which stated an increase in accommodations 

availability. In fact, some categories experienced an increase, while others an incredible decrease. Regarding the 

decreasing availability for some categories, this is probably due to the fact that some accommodations categories were 

closed during the lockdown period. 
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4.2. Average Price 

Figures 6 and 7 show the AP of all the accommodations and the AP of hotels divided by stars, respectively. In 

Figure 7, on the other hand, the trend in prices by type of hotel divided by stars is analyzed in detail. 2, 3, 4, and 5-star 

hotels were taken into consideration as the data in possession were deemed more interesting for the research. 

 

Figure 6. Average prices of accommodation facilities 

The categories most affected by the pandemic were hotels (except for the 1-star ones), hostels, and tourist villages 

which recorded significant price increases. In more detail, the average prices of the 3 and 4-star hotels increased by 

around 12 euros, compared to the average, during the lockdown period. The prices of the 5-star hotels were found to 

remain constant for the lockdown period but recorded a considerable increase, of around 55 euros, compared to the 

average in the period following the lockdown. About hostels, there was a brief increase in the lockdown period of 

around 44 euros. 

 

Figure 7. Average prices of Hotels 

The prices for the type of holiday village registered a peak of around 17 euros. The apartment type is the only one 

that has registered a decrease in prices since the beginning of the lockdown, which is always below average and which 

drops even more in the period following the lockdown. In summary, it is noted that most of the typologies recorded a 

price increase in the lockdown period, but after this period, the prices returned to the average or were even lower than 

the average. This trend highlights the different pricing strategies adopted by the accommodation facilities for the 

restart. It should be noted that 4- and 3-star hotels, bed & breakfasts, rent-a-room, residences, and apartments adopt a 

common strategy of lowering prices. This choice is not shared by the remaining types that either keep the prices in the 

average before the lockdown period or, as in the case of 5-star hotels, significantly increase the price. The analysis 

demonstrated that the initial hypothesis was wrong for almost all categories, since accommodations owners preferred 

to increase prices rather than decrease them. This is due to a specific marketing policy. 
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5. Conclusion  

This paper focused on the analysis of trends in prices and accommodations availability related to accommodations 

located in Pisa before, during, and after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. The analysis demonstrated that the 

typology of hotels which suffered the effects of COVID-19 in terms of availability was 2-star hotels, followed by 4- 

and 3-star hotels. The categories of accommodations, which experienced an increase in prices were hotels, hostels, and 

tourist villages. The strong point of this paper involves the definition of a methodology to analyse two metrics, the 

availability index and the average price. This methodology has been applied to the city of Pisa, but it can be 

generalized to all cities, provided that there is availability of data. Potentially, the proposed methodology can also be 

applied to the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. In future work, a comparison among different cities could be 

established by highlighting which cities suffered the most from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic in terms of 

availability and prices trend. As a further aspect, this paper exploited the DOTApy software, which is a very powerful 

tool, which permits a user to extract information from OTAs. DOTApy is completely open source, so the code can be 

extended to also support other features and potentially other OTAs.  
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